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About This Game

A huge city. You can drive cars, taxis, helicopters, vans, airplanes, many other vehicle types, shoot from turrets etc. Complete
missions, shoot with many weapons(pistol, shootgun, missile launcher, grenades).

Each mission is unique, in some you will have to kill a number of enemies or a number of enemies vehicles, in some others you
will have to kill a boss, in others you will have to race.

You can jump from building to building, shoot barrels to provoke chain explosions. But be careful, there are plenty of enemies
that you will have to destroy.

This game is a Totally Mayhem
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Title: Totally Mayhem
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Mihai Morosanu
Publisher:
Mihai Morosanu
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7

Processor: 2 Ghz

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Graphics: any with direct X

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English
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totally spies makeup mayhem. totally mayhem steam. spider man total mayhem apk. totally mayhem. spiderman total mayhem

some bad shooter game witch remind me on fake gta :/
ai does make simple moves, witch doesn't make me want to play that game aswell.. EDIT: after having already written the below
review: Although I still recommend players experiencing the base game that this title is based off of, it has to be noted that
Totally Mayhem and other very similar incarnations of it are all using a Unity asset pack with little distinction between the titles
beyond palette swaps or different dialog. I wasn't aware of how similar the titles are until having played most of Totally
Mayhem, and seeing another title so similar on Steam tends to cheapen both as a result.* That being said, on with the original
review...

Totally Mayhem is a colorful, loud, in your face arcade-y experience. I imagine the reception to this game may be divisive
where some players will enjoy its simplistic, over-the-top approach and others may lament it for being so straightforward and
repetitive.

Throughout the course of its very brief playtime (1.5 hrs to go through the base 27 levels)Totally Mayhem is a mostly
nonsensical highlight reel of 80s shticky action featuring tons of explosions amidst (intentionally?) bad animations and over-the-
top sound effects. The sound effects in the game range from arcade-y blips and "HUH!" jump noises as you annihilate pretty
much everyone in your path to loud, blaring music when you complete a level. You can also blow up buildings and vehicles in
the game, which make for some large, cool-looking chained explosions as seen here:

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1109225587

While the explosions look nice, other parts of the game seem like they've been made to appear intentionally glitched-out or
comical, such as when you kill a ton of enemies at once and their bodies fly toward the sky with the oft-repeated "kill sound"
(heard in the trailer as a high-pitched chirping..) This sound effect can become somewhat annoying, and some options to reduce
the volume or adjust some of the effects on or off might make the game more accessible.

Speaking of adjusting the game and accessibility issues, myself and another user of the game encountered an error when trying
to put the game's visual settings on "high" the game would display the background but not function and was rendered unplayable
otherwise. The developers suggested deleting a save file from the computer's registry and not selecting to play on the "high"
option as a solution. The game itself looks fine at a lower setting, and I doubt that it would benefit much visually from a boost to
its mostly minimalistic graphics, however being told more or less to just not utilize a function still listed as present in the game
(and something that seems to still not have been patched out or corrected as of posting this review) is a bit disheartening. This is
in addition to losing your game save by being required to delete the game save if trying to access the High graphics option. More
info on this glitch can be found at the Discussions post here: 
http://steamcommunity.com/app/679740/discussions/0/1470841715941805404/

Totally Mayhem seems to be inspired by GTA / State of Emergency's chaos while having more of a neon, Miami Vice aesthetic
overall. Some of the enemy designs appear to be somewhat angular and creepy akin to something you may encounter more in
Eastern design aesthetics and make for a unique, refreshing look here. The vehicles and turrets you can use feel a bit
underwhelming/underdeveloped and I preferred to just be on foot jumping around and throwing grenades or blasting dudes
while jumping around like a rabbit to and from. Although you can seemingly hop into any vehicle you want to on the game,
beyond doing so to get to a certain area faster before a timer expires or to fulfill a certain mission's requirements (i.e. you're
relegated to use a tank at that time..) there is little incentive to do so, as the handling and aiming while in vehicles feels a little
rough, and the city has little to discover beyond the occasional hidden powerup box.

The game is very repetitive across its 27 levels for the most part, and many of the levels' objectives are similar, amounting to
little more than "blow everything up." You will have to destroy certain trucks, or a certain number of a type of enemy, but the
objectives never require much player interaction beyond pointing at, shooting, and making things dead faster than they point,
shoot at, and make you dead.

I don't mind the game's repetition and think the trailer for the game does a good job of depicting the simplicity of the game
overall. The game runs much smoother than in the trailer and has ~some~ skill required in evading shots or choosing when to
grab the various pickups or when to use turrets etc. Totally Mayhem includes some very minimal platforming (in order to get a
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better vantage point or reach certain enemies you need to defeat) and you have to dodge a fair amount of enemy fire at times,
requiring more precision than I thought the game would have while going through its first levels. These sections are more sparse
than the aforementioned explosion fest, however, and the game more often amounts to shooting everything in front of you faster
than it shoots you.

I was looking for a game to just boot up real quick and enjoy blowing some stuff up, and Totally Mayhem delivered on that
mark. It doesn't take itself too seriously, has an enjoyable color palette, and I'm a fan of its shtick of over the top Miami Vice /
Hotline Miami / 1980s / detective on a rampage style. Although I wish the game made some effort to depict a narrative or
storyline inbetween the mostly all menu-driven levels, and I don't see myself playing it much more after having cleared all of its
levels, it does include the occassional boss fight to give it more variety to its overall repetitive pace and I did enjoy myself
overall. If you see the trailer and think you may enjoy the game, I think it provides a fun, over the top action experience with a
unique minimalistic visual style, just be prepared for the levels to mostly all be the same thing: Blowing stuff up.. It's not good.
It's not bad. It can be funny but after a bit it get's kind of boring. On a scale of 1\/10 I give it a 6 and that's being nice.. Is there
story?
Looks like every mission is kill and nothing else.. Negatives:
The map is glitchy and undetailed.
The baddies are blonde white dudes in blackface.
Asset Flip

Positives:
The game runs resonably well.
You get to kill all the blackface dudes.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/6_c6shyE1M4. I bought this game, played it for 8 minutes, the game crashed, I closed it, and now, whenever I
oven it, I hear an explosion and the menu doesn't loud. What a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing shame.. *EDIT: after having
already written the below review: Although I still recommend players experiencing the base game that this title is based off of, it
has to be noted that Totally Mayhem and other very similar incarnations of it are all using a Unity asset pack with little
distinction between the titles beyond palette swaps or different dialog. I wasn't aware of how similar the titles are until having
played most of Totally Mayhem, and seeing another title so similar on Steam tends to cheapen both as a result.* That being said,
on with the original review...

Totally Mayhem is a colorful, loud, in your face arcade-y experience. I imagine the reception to this game may be divisive
where some players will enjoy its simplistic, over-the-top approach and others may lament it for being so straightforward and
repetitive.

Throughout the course of its very brief playtime (1.5 hrs to go through the base 27 levels)Totally Mayhem is a mostly
nonsensical highlight reel of 80s shticky action featuring tons of explosions amidst (intentionally?) bad animations and over-the-
top sound effects. The sound effects in the game range from arcade-y blips and "HUH!" jump noises as you annihilate pretty
much everyone in your path to loud, blaring music when you complete a level. You can also blow up buildings and vehicles in
the game, which make for some large, cool-looking chained explosions as seen here:

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1109225587

While the explosions look nice, other parts of the game seem like they've been made to appear intentionally glitched-out or
comical, such as when you kill a ton of enemies at once and their bodies fly toward the sky with the oft-repeated "kill sound"
(heard in the trailer as a high-pitched chirping..) This sound effect can become somewhat annoying, and some options to reduce
the volume or adjust some of the effects on or off might make the game more accessible.

Speaking of adjusting the game and accessibility issues, myself and another user of the game encountered an error when trying
to put the game's visual settings on "high" the game would display the background but not function and was rendered unplayable
otherwise. The developers suggested deleting a save file from the computer's registry and not selecting to play on the "high"
option as a solution. The game itself looks fine at a lower setting, and I doubt that it would benefit much visually from a boost to
its mostly minimalistic graphics, however being told more or less to just not utilize a function still listed as present in the game
(and something that seems to still not have been patched out or corrected as of posting this review) is a bit disheartening. This is
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in addition to losing your game save by being required to delete the game save if trying to access the High graphics option. More
info on this glitch can be found at the Discussions post here: 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/679740\/discussions\/0\/1470841715941805404\/

Totally Mayhem seems to be inspired by GTA \/ State of Emergency's chaos while having more of a neon, Miami Vice aesthetic
overall. Some of the enemy designs appear to be somewhat angular and creepy akin to something you may encounter more in
Eastern design aesthetics and make for a unique, refreshing look here. The vehicles and turrets you can use feel a bit
underwhelming\/underdeveloped and I preferred to just be on foot jumping around and throwing grenades or blasting dudes
while jumping around like a rabbit to and from. Although you can seemingly hop into any vehicle you want to on the game,
beyond doing so to get to a certain area faster before a timer expires or to fulfill a certain mission's requirements (i.e. you're
relegated to use a tank at that time..) there is little incentive to do so, as the handling and aiming while in vehicles feels a little
rough, and the city has little to discover beyond the occasional hidden powerup box.

The game is very repetitive across its 27 levels for the most part, and many of the levels' objectives are similar, amounting to
little more than "blow everything up." You will have to destroy certain trucks, or a certain number of a type of enemy, but the
objectives never require much player interaction beyond pointing at, shooting, and making things dead faster than they point,
shoot at, and make you dead.

I don't mind the game's repetition and think the trailer for the game does a good job of depicting the simplicity of the game
overall. The game runs much smoother than in the trailer and has ~some~ skill required in evading shots or choosing when to
grab the various pickups or when to use turrets etc. Totally Mayhem includes some very minimal platforming (in order to get a
better vantage point or reach certain enemies you need to defeat) and you have to dodge a fair amount of enemy fire at times,
requiring more precision than I thought the game would have while going through its first levels. These sections are more sparse
than the aforementioned explosion fest, however, and the game more often amounts to shooting everything in front of you faster
than it shoots you.

I was looking for a game to just boot up real quick and enjoy blowing some stuff up, and Totally Mayhem delivered on that
mark. It doesn't take itself too seriously, has an enjoyable color palette, and I'm a fan of its shtick of over the top Miami Vice \/
Hotline Miami \/ 1980s \/ detective on a rampage style. Although I wish the game made some effort to depict a narrative or
storyline inbetween the mostly all menu-driven levels, and I don't see myself playing it much more after having cleared all of its
levels, it does include the occassional boss fight to give it more variety to its overall repetitive pace and I did enjoy myself
overall. If you see the trailer and think you may enjoy the game, I think it provides a fun, over the top action experience with a
unique minimalistic visual style, just be prepared for the levels to mostly all be the same thing: Blowing stuff up.. Bought this as
part of a bundle for around 30 cents, and it's worth every penny and then some. Think of it as GTA 3 without all the story
elements, and this is what you have.

For those of you looking for a third-person shootemup explosion-fest, this will scratch your itch. A small variety of weapons is
available, and every vehicle can be entered and driven around the city. Each stage has 1 major objective, and three smaller
goals: a target high score, a hidden package on the level, and a target completion time. The game has a surprising amount of
replay value.

For those of you curious, yes: -Total Mayhem- is a re-skin and light customization of a game template that's available for use
with Unity, a game development kit. No big deal. There were a couple others, such as -Agent 777- and -COBRA: Return of
Justice-. If these developers (is it more than one person?) are working on developing their own original work, then this is a fair
starting point. I'm a hobbyist game developer myself, so I understand the temptation to try to make some money back with a
modest investment and quick turnaround.. Best investment in my entire life. 10\/10 ign cant even play the game cuz the starting
screen is just orange, 10\/10 would buy this game again.. funny fast paced kill-em-all shooter game -
design styling looks to be simple, similar to Superhot or Minecraft, gameplay - real meat - you are killing whole armies, whole
crowds of enemies almost all at once ))) especially when you are driving a tank or shooting from a turrel - you are killing crowds
of enemies in a game! MMMEEEEAAAAATTTT!!!
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Amazing game would recommend to anyone. Story is very deep and character development is unparalelled.
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